
MINUTES

ORDINANCE COMMITTEE MEETING

TOWNSHIP OF MONROE

SEPTEMBER 5 2012

A CALL TO ORDER ROLL CALL

The Ordinance Committee Meeting of the Township of Momoe was called to order at

7 00 PM by Cncl Daniel Teefy in the Second Floor Meeting Room of the Municipal Complex
located at125 Virginia Avenue Williamstown New Jersey

This meeting was advertised pursuant to the Open Public Meetings Act of New Jersey
N SA 104 6 thru 10 4 21 Notices were placed in the official newspapers for the Township of

Momoe ie Gloucester County Times the Courier Post and the Sentinel of Gloucester County
and copies were posted on the bulletin board at the Municipal Complex

SALUTE TO THE FLAG

Cncl Walter Bryson led the assembly in the Pledge of Allegiance to Our Flag

ROLL CALL OF PUBLIC OFFICIALS

Cncl Walter Bryson
Cncl Frank Caligiuri
Cncl Marvin Dilks

Cncl Rich DiLucia

Cncl Ron Garbowski

Cncl Daniel Teefy
Ord Chairman WilliamSebastian

Business Administrator KevinHeydel
Solicitor Charles Fiore

Deputy Clerk Sharon Wright

Present
Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present Arrived 7 45 PM

Present

Present

Present

B APPROVAL OF MINUTES

Cncl Ronald Garbowski made a motion to approve the minutes as submitted of the

Ordinance Committee Meeting of August 1 2012 The motion was seconded by Cncl Marvin

Dilks and approved by all members of Council in attendance with the exception of Cncl Rich

DiLucia and Cncl Daniel Teefy who Abstained

C PUBLIC PORTION

Cncl Marvin Dilks made a motion to open the Public Portion The motion was

seconded by Cncl Pres Frank Caligiuri and unanimously approved by all members of

Council in attendance

Robert Stableton and Mary Cote of the Fries Mill Civic Association were in attendance

regarding the Renewable Energy Ordinance Mrs Cote spoke of a ground solar system in

Hunter Woods that has the main structure located approximately five feet away from the

property line but the lastpanel extends over more She went to the Zoning Office to question its

location and was toldby the secretary that the Zoning Official would only look at the structure

and where it wasbeing built he wouldnot necessarily look at the overhang Solicitor Fiore
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C PUBLIC PORTION contd

noted the secretary is very knowledgeable but that question should be directed and clarified by
the Zoning Official Fred Weikel Mr Stableton spoke of how Public Service Electric and Gas

is installing solar panels on telephone poles and questioned whether this ordinance would

prohibit utility companies from doing that Solicitor Fiore replied no telephone poles are

regulated by the Board of Public Utilities Commission not the township Solicitor Fiore went

on to explain to the residents the process of adopting Chapter 175 ordinances and how they
must go before the Planning Board for review and recommendation He advised the Planning
Board meetings are open to the public and residents with any concerns about an issue can

address that board as well

With no one else wishing to speak Cncl Rich DiLucia made a motion to close the Public

Portion The motion wasseconded by Cncl Ronald Garbowski and unanimously approved by
all members of Council in attendance

D ORDINANCES FOR REVIEW

Renewable Energy Ordinance

Council discussed the height of ground solar panels Solicitor Fiore noted the sample
ordinances had a twelve foot height limit but because of comments made at the last meeting he

included a ten foot limit in the draft ordinance Cncl Teefy noted most fences are six feet high
but since ground solar panels will only be permitted on property with at least three acres the

height of the fence should not matter Cncl Bryson noted six feet might be a nice height but

the length of the panels must also be taken into consideration since most panels are two by four

foot wide and when two panels are put together the minimum height would be eight feet

which will be OK Mr Fiore noted the ordinance is very restrictive as it is right now so the

height may not affect anything plus there needs to be ground clearance in order to mow under

the panels Cncl Teefy noted the new ground system on Corkery Lane is approximately eight
feet high Dan Kozak added that is located in the side yard and Council may want to include

language prohibiting them in side yards He noted the draft ordinance requires a 250 foot

buffer on each side of the solar panel so there is a possibility no one will be able to meet the

qualification included in the ordinance With no further comments or concerns Cncl Ronald

Garbowski made a motion to move the draft Renewable Energy Ordinance forward to

the Planning Board for review and recommendation The motion was seconded by
Cncl Marvin Dilks and unanimously approved by all members of Council in

attendance

No Parking Virginia Avenue

Upon review of the draft ordinance Council had no questions or concerns Cncl Marvin

Dilks made a motion to move the ordinance forward for First Reading at the September 11th

Regular Council Meeting The motion was seconded by Cncl Ronald Garbowski and

unanimously approvedby all members of Council in attendance
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E MATTERS FOR DISCUSSION

Chapter 69 Division of Police

Lt Stephen Farrell distributed information to Council to assist them in understanding
the Chapter 69 changes being recommended to bring the Police Department up topar with Title

40A 14 118 of the New Jersey Statutes for the accreditation process Some changes just deal

with renumbering sections where portions are being removed or added but the major issue in

moving forward with the accreditation process is to create rules and regulations that are

currently not included in the code as required by the State The Police Department wants to

correct Chapter 69 to include them in order to insure compliance and more importantly tohelp
fight off lawsuits that can be abig issue for the township Lt Farrell explained Title 40A 14 118

states the township can establish apolice department and if that is done certain perimeters must

be followed such as appointing an appropriate authority not to be confused with the appointing
authority The appropriate authority is the entity or person who adopts and promulgates the

rules and regulations and makes them official by law so that the Police Department can utilize

and act upon them if necessary As the current ordinance stands and the way the police
department is currently operating the appropriate authority would be the Public Safety Director

since he is the one who oversees the department That is in concurrence with the law but the

township never codified who the appropriate authority is by ordinance Once that designation
is made by ordinance we can move forward with the rules and regulations and do what we

need to do tobe in compliance Another recommended change is to move portions of the code

from Chapter 4 84 Department of Public Safety to Chapter 69 where it should actually be Lt

Farrell noted from the research he has done on this project these changes must be made in order

to comply with the law He explained the Police Department contracted with The Rogers

Group a company that has assisted many police departments in the accreditation process and

the crux of the ordinance changes are coming from them Captain John McKeown gave some

background of how the police department realized several years ago that some internal policies
and general orders needed to be reevaluated Three members of the department went to an

accreditation training class and found that most agencies were assigning two and three full time

police officers to do nothing but work on this process He explained we realized very quickly
that we did not have the available resources to take officers away from their duties to assign
them to this fulltime so we muddled through until recently when we encountered the Rogers
Group and in comparing dollars time and salaries it made sense to have an experienced
company do the work Several months ago they began the process with an initial evaluation of

the Police Department and have reviewed our existing ordinances and all the current policies
and have made recommendations to bring up the departments standards as we move forward

This is the first step in the process and it must be done thoroughly and correctly to ensure that

everything else we do is workable and really worthwhile Lt Farrell referred to Chapter 4 84

and noted Section I any and all disciplinary action including suspensions and termination ofpersonnel
under the Division of Police shall be undertaken by the Mayor and or hisjher designee was completely
removed from the code because it was inconsistentwith how our form of government and State

law works Lt Farrell noted disciplinary action begins and ends with the Chief of Police The

Mayor has no say or even involvement with the majority of minor disciplinary actions The

Mayor does have a purpose in the process should somebody be affected by major disciplinary
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action because according to Civil Service he is the appointing authority and the body who

would oversee a hearing for such a matter Council questioned what would be considered

minor discipline Lt Farrell explained that can be anything up to 5 days suspension The Civil

Service Commission does not get involved in minor disciplinary action but the collective

bargaining agreement has a system in place that may need to be adjusted in the future because

it can turn the process into a circus The Mayor is not mentioned in the process which is not

proper so that will be reviewed as well Lt Farrell advised Section 4 84 1 which established

call takers and detailed their job duties was not necessary and was removed from Chapter 84

The revised ordinance will include the language in addition the Police Division may employ
clerical personnel and other civilian employees to assist the Division with performing non law

enforcement support functions in the Township under Chapter 69 Section 2 B Cncl Sebastian

felt Section 69 2B should include the same type of language found in Section 692A which

requires approval from the Mayor Councilor Director or Public Safety prior to the Chief hiring
additional police officers He noted the Chief should not be able to hire additional clerical

employees without proper authorization as Council still holds the purse strings Solicitor

Fiore referred to Section 69 3 E and noted it states Court Constable and it should say Court

Bailiff Cncl Sebastian questioned who appoints the court bailiffs Mr Fiore advised they are

appointed by the Mayor and fall under the direction of the court unless the Police Department
received a different opinion from the Rogers Group He went on to explain how the Faulkner

Act and many of the various State Statutes contradict themselves and how it is up to us to

clarify them He referred to Section 69 4 Designation of Appropriate Authority and noted that

area is always a point of misinterpretation because under the Faulkner Act the Mayor is the

appointing authority and under Title 40A 14 118 Section e the appropriate authority seems to be

the Director of Public Safety if that is afull time position Some municipalities have afull time

Director of Public Safety instead of a Chief Here the question will be if we have a part time

Director of Public Safety would the Chief become the appropriate authority Lt Farrell advised

the Chief can t be because there must be a separation between the two positions He explained
guidance in this comes through the Attorney General s guidelines of Model Rules and

Regulations which explains everything making it simple to understand The appropriate
authority establishes the rules and regulations which are laws that govern behavior of how

officers are supposed to act when dealing with the public The Chief handles the day to day
operation of the Police Department determines how every specific job function is done and

develops and implements the policies and procedures Capt McKeown added the rules and

regulations are the disciplinary code for the organization and that is why they need to be

written adopted and promulgated by someone other than the chief Lt Farrell read into the

record the followingportion of 40A14 118

1

Any such ordinance shall in a manner consistent with the form of government adopted by the

municipality and with general law provide for a line of authority relating to the police functions and

for the adoption and promulgation by the appropriate authorihj of rules and regulations for the

government of the force and for the discipline of its
membersAny such ordinance or rules and

regulations shall provide that the chief of police if such position is established shall be the head of the

police force and that he shall be directly responsible to the appropriate authority for the efficiency and

routine day to day operations thereof and that he shall pursuant to policies established by the

appropriate authority
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He noted this is what we currently have with the chief reporting to the Director of Public Safety
He went on to explain that when the department first started this process the appropriate
authority was tossed around and it seemed like the more he read the law the more he started to

understand it and one day he realized the answer was right in front of him that the appropriate
authority is the Public Safety Director Lt Farrell noted the title of appropriate authority is not

aposition to take power away from anyone it is just a legal position or terminology that must be

propery established by ordinance so we comply with what the law requires Cncl Sebastian

felt the part time status of our public safety director would not enter into this because we have a

part time mayor and under the Faulkner Act he is the appointing authority for the township
Mr Fiore indicated he agreed with Lt Farrell s interpretation but for some reason the language
in the statute regarding full time jumped out at him He noted it could be included just as an

example because when reading the law it states or the governing body or any designated committee

or board of commission established by ordinance so any of those other people could be put in that

position Capt McKeown spoke of how they looked at the ordinances of other towns and there

is no consistency when appointing an appropriate authority Washington Township has their

Public Safety Committee as their appropriate authority Atlantic City has the Mayor Burlington
City has a full time Public Safety Director and another town has a full time township manager

so there are examples of various positions in the government performing the job Inour town it

makes sense to have the Public Safety Director since the Chief already answers to him Cncl

Teefy questioned what would the appropriate authority do Lt Farrell explained he will be

given the authority to review approve and promulgate the rules and regulations for the Police

Department He will be given a draft of the rules and regulations written by the Rogers Group
review them and send a copy to the Solicitor for his review At some point in time an

individual from the township must sign and say yes these are the laws of the land for the Monroe

Township Police Department The promulgation begins when he hands the rules and

regulations to the Chief who will have them entered into the departments electronic system

Everyone will electronically sign offon them because without clarification and documentation

that each officer has received and understands them discipline cannot be enforced Cncl

Sebastian questioned whether they must be approved by resolution Lt Farrell replied yes

Cncl Sebastian noted once the rules and regulations are reviewed by the Police Department and

approved by the Public Safety Director they will be sent to the Council President for a

resolution He noted the way he understands it Councilhas no authority to revise those rules

and regulations Council can either approve or deny them and then if something needs to be

tweaked they must be sent back to the Public Safety Director Lt Farrell noted he only gave

Council the first four pages of the model rules and regulations from the AG s office as asample
because it is a very lengthy document The State gives the frame work for model rules and

regulations and then they are reviewed and customized for each township Capt McKeown

added the model rules and regulations are written for both Civil Service and non Civil Service

towns and the Roger s Group made our regulations conform to Civil Service regulations and

Title 11 and Title 4A Once this process is completed everything will go to the Solicitor for his

legal opinion to ensure everything done is in compliance with current bargaining agreements
and State law so we have no surprises in the future Solicitor Fiorenoted in discussing the issue

of appropriate authority and looking at it further that position should be held by the Director of

Public Safety because he is clearly the person that is well equipped to come up with the rules
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II and regulations Any of the examples listed in State Stainte could hold that position but it

I would make no sense to have anyone else He explained the Faulkner Act describes the

II responsibilities of the mayor and council while State Statute is more specific regarding this

II
matter The issue can be confused because council is legislative and the Director of Public

I Safety s actions in promulgating rules and regulations are clearly administrative and the two

II
should not be mixed He explained someone in the Administrative branch of government
should be the appropriate authority The Mayor could hold that position but that could cause

problems since he is the hiring and firing authority and there needs to be checks and balances

The Director of Public Safety has the experience was appointed by the Mayor at the initiation of

his term and that appointment was approved by the advice and consent of Council which

provided the checks and balances Cncl Teefy questioned how often would the rules and

regulations be reviewed Solicitor Fiore indicated they should be reviewed yearly because

when a municipality is sued for a police officer allegedly violating someone s rights that is the

first thing aplaintiff s attorney will look at and model rules and regulations change all the time

as new directives are given by the Attorney General and Prosecutor Lt Farrell explained if the

Police Department came across ahurdle and found the code needed tobe modified they would

go back and revisit the code to make the change otherwise reviewing the rules and regulations
would just be a formality every year Chief Smart questioned if it is adopted by resolution

would that be reviewed every year Solicitor Fiore noted the life span of a resolution is the

calendar year so it would need to be adopted yearly and that could be done at the

Reorganization Meeting Solicitor Fiore recommended language be added to the following
sections 69 12 in conformance with budgetary line items 69 13 in accordance with all HIPPA

regulations and 69 14 or hisjher designee Cncl Rich DiLucia was concerned that 69 2 A is

ambiguous as it limits the number of officers but also allows that number tobe increased by the

II mayor by only consulting with Council and the Public Safety Direct Cncl DiLucia felt that was

I not the intent and recommended that issue be addressed while the ordinance was being
I

I
amended as it should state there needs to authorization from Council rather than just
consultation Discussion ensued regarding recent changes made to that section of the ordinance

and the Business Administration explained it was changed from shall consist of up to 70

officers to may consist of up to 70 officers Cncl DiLucia expressed concern that the current

language empowers one position to make that number anything it wants with just consultation

not approval or some type of process and there should be a budgetary process if that number

needs to be increased Solicitor Fiore agreed noting Council by ordinance sets the number of

police officers and controls the budget for those positions and the Mayor hires within that

number Cncl Sebastian referred to 69 15 and recommended township physician be removed

from the ordinance because the police do not call the township physician if aperson in custody
is sick or injured they call 911 to deal with those issues just in case a lawsuit would follow

Solicitor Fiore questioned if that falls under the departments SOP Chief Smart noted it will but

currently there is no sense in even reading the current SOP s because they do not conform to the

law which is why they are being rewritten Cncl DiLucia noted 69 8 Physical Examination

Required implies that a physician appointed by the township evaluates someone s physical
and mental capacity and he felt an attorney could challenge how a physician could identify
someone s mental state of mind Mr Fiorenoted that should be clarified because when hiring
under Civil Service a person wouldbe allowed to get their own examination if the township
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physician deemed them to be mentally unfit for service Capt McKeown explained in the

hiring process once the conditional offer of employment has been given individuals are sent for

both medical and psychological examinations which is a condition of employment required by
both the township and State Statute There are a number of ways that can legally be challenged
as physicians and psychologists can give varying opinions on fitness for duty This same

Statute is utilized whenever an employee is injured under worker s compensation as they
initially go to an emergency room but prior to returning to work they must be cleared by the

township physician Lt Farrell advised Title 40A14 122 and 127 requires members of the police
department to have physical and mental evaluations After further discussion a

recommendation was made to remove township physician from Section 69 8 and include State

Statute 40A 14 122 and 127 in its place Cncl Sebastian questioned if there was a timeframe

when this amendment was needed Lt Farrell explained the accreditation process began a few

months ago and this is one of the first documents the department has received It is a key
ingredient and until it s done the rules and regulations cannot be done Lt Farrell noted he

doesn t know how the department has been operating without rules and regulations as it

leaves everyone liable and makes it very difficult to cite someone for a violation Chief Smart

added the township does have a Code of Conduct in the ordinance and he has issued minor

discipline with creative writing using nothing but that and or Title 40A Everything would fit

perfectly under the rules and regulations but our officers know they were never adopted
properly and would love nothing more than to be issued discipline under them because they
know it wouldbe thrown out Cncl Sebastian questioned whether Mr Fiore could prepare the

ordinance with the discussed changes for the September 11th Council meeting Mr Fiore replied
no because once the ordinance is drafted he wanted to send it to Lt Farrell Capt McKeown and

Chief Smart for review He indicated he could prepare it for the September 25th Council

Meeting Cncl DiLucia recommended the ordinance specify male female rather than just
male Cncl Teefy polled Council and all were in favor of holding First Reading at the

September 25th Council Meeting

Fees Chapter 74 29 Police Documents

Solicitor Fiore explained currently the code includes a fee of 75 00 for a DVD and that

needs to be amended as State law allows that fee to be directly related to duplication cost He

noted he is surprised the 75 00 fee has not been the subject matter of litigation as most towns

currently charge 5 00 for aDVD The 75 00 fee has interfered with providing discovery and

the judge dismissed cases because attorneys wouldnot pay that high fee Mr Fiore felt instead

of dismissing cases court orders waiving the charge should have been entered but since they
were not in order to deal with the problem he sent a letter to the Police Department advising no

fee should be charged until Council reviewed this matter Mr Fiore felt a 5 00 fee was

reasonable noting generally DVDs requested are for DWI cases and that involves burning a

disk from either the video from the police cruiser or from the police station

Cncl Pres Frank Caligiuri made a motion to move the proposed fee changes forward

for First Reading at the September 11th Council Meeting The motion was seconded by Cncl

Ronald Garbowski and unanimously approved by all members of Council
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Criminal Background Checks Parks and Recreation

Det GreggWolfe explained in order for the Police Department to deal with background
checks for coaches and others involved with sporting organizations an ordinance is needed

Washington Township s was provided as a sample and Det Wolfe explained that after

speaking with officers from Washington Township he found they do not entirely follow their

ordinance which is why he had noted some changes on the copies distributed to Council The

way the process works is the coach volunteer picks up a background check application from

the Parks and Rec Department and they go on line to schedule an appointment to be

fingerprinted in Cherry Hill Vineland or Woodstown The township will then be notified if the

person is approved or disapproved however it does not release the reason a person is

disapproved There are approximately fifteen offenses that reject someone and that can be for

conviction or disposition from one of the offenses Det Wolfe explained adisposition could be

if a person was charged for sexual assault took a plea agreement and was technically not

convicted In Monroe those responses are going to Jim Bonder who forwards them to the

Police Chief or his designee A letter is then sent to the coach volunteer and it falls upon them

to schedule an appointment to come to the Police Department to complete a release form and

application that is faxed to the State Police for a criminal history That is sent directly to the

coach volunteer it does not come to our Police Department Once the individual receives it he

must schedule an interview with the Chief or his designee to explain what is on the criminal

history The Chief then makes the final decision as to whether that person can or cannot

coach volunteer Washington Township gives some leeway and will approve coaches that

served their time went to adrug rehab went tocounseling ended their probation etc or if the

offense happened years ago as people do make mistakes Two reasons why they wouldn tget
approved no matter how long it has been or what type of rehabilitation they went through is for

anything involving child endangerment or sexual offenses Cncl Daniel Teefy questioned if

the approval comes from the Chiefs recommendation Det Wolfe explained the way the

ordinance is it would go to a three person committee such as the Business Administrator Parks

and Rec Director and the Chief of Police In Washington Township the Chief of Police handles

the background investigation and then would confer with the BA and Parks and Rec Director

and basically tell them he was either recommending the coach for approval or recommending
that he not coach In Washington Township the Parks and Rec Department oversees their

organizations and the township pays for background checks Monroe is structured differently
and has received agrant from the Megan Kenka Foundation to fund the 26 00 per background
check and in the event grants are not available in the future the Sports Advisory Board is

requiring each organization pay 5 00 per player to build up a kiddy for future funding of

background checks so it will not cost the township anything The Boardwill adjust that amount

in the future if additional funds are needed or if less is needed per child and those funds will

only be utilized for criminal background checks nothing else Council discussed whether those

funds could be placed in a township trust account and it was noted that Mr Heydel will check

with the CFO to see if that can be done Chief Smart noted the Washington Township
ordinance also requires Parks and Rec part time summer help employees to have background
checks and he questioned whether our ordinance would make our employees subject to this as

well or would it just be for coaches volunteers If so they wouldneed tomeet the scrutiny of
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this ordinance and also go through the New Jersey State Police and FBI process Mr Heydel
noted every employee goes through abasic background check and he would look into them to

see how detailed they are Discussion ensued regarding the number of employees that work

for Parks and Rec their job duties and whether they interact with children under 18 years old

Chief Smart requested criteria be established for the decision making process as he had some

concerns onhow certain things would be handled He asked if he would disapprove aperson

as acoach and the other two members of the committee would approve him would that person

be approved or rejected and what type of liability would that decision have for the township
He noted there are not many gray areas in the law for rejecting or approving but we could be

exposing ourselves to liability if something takes place Cncl Teefy noted the flag goes to the

Chief who will recommend or not recommend and then when the person appeals the matter

will go before the board of three and at that point the two out of three could bum them Mr

Heydel questioned whether aperson appointed to the Parks and Rec Commission or volunteers

working during township sponsored events will need to be fingerprinted and background
checked Det Wolfe noted the Washington Township ordinance was created for sport
organizations not for other types of organizations as there is no way to keep tabs on everyone

who volunteers If we adopt that ordinance we may need to eliminate Parks and Rec employees
and just limit it to sporting organizations as we have approximately 700 to 1 000 coaches Some

of them have been coaching when they shouldn tbe and they need tobe weeded out to protect
the children Chief Smart noted we are trying to protect children so why would it just be

limited to sports as there are predators in every walk of life Solicitor Fiore referred to Section

A of the Washington Township ordinance that stated all employees of the Department of Parks and

Recreation whether proposed current full time part time permanent temporary or seasonal

Recreation Employees and volunteers shall be subject to a criminal histonj record background check

and noted if legislation is created it should be across the board there should be no exceptions
unfortunately that will take time cost money and it may dissuade volunteers Cncl Sebastian

questioned whether the sport handbook specifically addresses background checks as he felt it

should be included in that rather than being done by ordinance because then it would be

specific to sports Cncl Teefy noted it is in there and it refers to an ordinance Cncl Sebastian

noted an ordinance was already adopted to substantiate the Parks and Rec handbook so if it s

put in there Council can reapprove it and then background checks will be specific to sports
otherwise an ordinance will affect everyone Cncl Garbowski questioned whether language
could be included such as any employee coach volunteer that has direct responsibility with a child

must have a background check because the guys that work for Parks and Rec cutting grass have

no direct responsibility for children Solicitor Fiore noted that would be considered direct

contact with achild and then we wouldneed to define what direct contact is Det Wolfe noted

according to the Megan Kanka Foundation the grant is for volunteers only employees and paid
game referees don t fall under it Solicitor Fiore explained Washington Township sporting
organizations are run by the township while our organizations are not and he suggested
tailoring an ordinance to deal with sports organizations that operate under our rules and

regulations as they are not directly employees or volunteers of Parks and Rec Mr Heydel
noted he would have no problem requiring summer camp employees to go through a different

type of background check than regular employees Capt McKeown noted it won t but when

he firstheard about this he was concerned it would expand to include every volunteer youth
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church or civic organization which would have been a daunting task plus organizations such

as the Boy Scouts already have a process in place and that would only have been duplicated by
this Chief Smart felt the ordinance should include everyone associated with the Department
of Parks and Rec who interact with persons under the age of 18 years if that language is

included because that involves more than just coaches it encompasses other people encl

DiLucia noted the sample ordinance requires background checks be done according to the

recommended guidelines established by the National Council of Youth Sports or other

nationally recognized criteria for evaluating criminal histories in youth sports Det Wolfe

noted the nationally recognized program is the Megan Kanka Foundation and they have their

criteria He explained once fingerprints are done it will reject or approve and then the Chief of

Police will make his decision toevaluate why the person was rejected Cncl Sebastian noted the

sample ordinance includes a preliminary screening from the New Jersey Sex Offender Registry
before a criminal background check is done and if they don t pass that then no further action

wouldbe taken Chief Smart noted at that point in time they would have to consent to getting a

criminal history record and going through that entire process Det Wolfe explained
Washington Township Chief Muniz makes the decision and if the person wants to appeal that

decision it will go to the three person panel the Chief Business Administrator and Director of Parks

Rec but according to the Chief no one has ever appealed his decision If the person would

go before the three person panel and be rejected he can then appeal before the Superior Court in

Woodbury Cncl Teefy questioned what happens if two of the three person panel says yes

and the chief says no Det Wolfe noted Chief Muniz could not answer that question because he

said that never happened and they have been doing this for about seven years Det Wolfe

explained Jim Bonder has received three red flags and we do not have an ordinance in place to

deal with them He felt red flags should be sent directly to the Police Department because they
are the ones who will send a letter to the volunteer saying they were rejected That individual

would then respond to the Police Department sign a waiver which will be faxed to the State

Police and they will send the criminal history check to the volunteer and he will come to the

Police Department to be interviewed The red flag notices do not state what the conviction is

just that it was found he was convicted or that he was charged with a disposition Solicitor

Fiore questioned whether the bylaws of each organization required volunteers to agree to the

background check Det Wolfe noted it was recommended that each organization change their

bylaws to include that along with the Sports Advisory Handbook which every organization
must adhere to Cncl Teefy questioned when the solicitor could have the ordinance drafted

for council and the police to review Mr Fiore indicated he could have it prepared by the 2nd

meeting in September Chief Smart requested the language in the ordinance read the Chief of
Police or his designee Cncl Teefy noted we don twant someone who has been red flagged to

go to Jim Bonder s office as they would act totally differently there than if they walked into the

Police Department Det Wolfe suggested the green lights go to Jim Bonder and then he can

photograph the coach and give himan ID card that will be valid for three years After the three

years he will need to go through the entire process again The red lights should be redirected

to the Police Department Det Wolfe explained the Business Administrator Director of Parks

and Rec and Chief are privy to the rejection notice but they are not privy to the criminal history
check as that is only done if the volunteer comes in signs the waiver and physically brings it in

and explains it to the Chief Cncl Teefy questioned if they could come back to the Sports
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Advisory Board Det Wolfe replied no the appeal process is it would go to the three person

committee and then on to the Superior Court The three red flags that we currently have were

discussed with the solicitor today and he feels we can go through the process at this time even

though the ordinance is not yet in place since the Police Department is merely sending rejection
notices This is avolunteer program and the burden is actually on the coaches to come in with

their criminal history and prove why they can coach Solicitor Fiore added if they feel

compelled to challenge it then they can go before a judge who will analyze public safety versus

a person s right to coach and he will make the call Cncl Teefy requested that Mr Fiore

prepare the draft ordinance and get it to Council the police and Jim Bonder as soon as possible
so they have time to review it prior to the next meeting

Digital Signs

Cncl William Sebastian noted the Deputy Clerk researched digital sign ordinances and

couldn tfind any in New Jersey but did find some from other states but after reviewing them he

ended up more confused than when he started He noted some stated the signs should be

fading in and out while others said they shouldn t because it is distracting to motorists The

ordinances did not complement each other or solve any problems they just created more

problems which is why he didn t request copies be distributed to Council Cncl Sebastian

noted he found New Jersey municipalities do not allow them and if someone wants one they
just go before either the Zoning or Planning Boards He felt Council should establish some

direction for the boards such as the amount of lumes and how they are changed between night
and day time hours Cncl Sebastian spoke of receiving a telephone call from an officer of the

Grand Theatre asking what the time frame was on adopting an ordinance because they want to

install a digital LED marquee prior to opening in December The size of the marquee will

remain the same but the front part will have a back lit logo of the theatre and where it says

GRAND will be yellow and outlined in amaroon lighting around the letters Cncl Sebastian

advised her that an ordinance would not be in place by that time so she should go before the

Zoning Board of Adjustment which is what she did That matter is scheduled for the first

meeting in October and the board will place restrictions on whether it will be scrolling flashing
and the brightness of the looms He noted another issue that needs to be addressed is

enforcement of the regulations the Zoning Board places on the approval because they could be

install according to the Zoning Board approval and then after six months change it to be a

flashing scrolling bright marquee Dan Kozak questioned how would the brightness be

judged and enforced Cncl Ronald Garbowski noted he has a lume monitor at work that is

utilized for office areas that can determine what the lumes are from acertain distance Solicitor

Fiore felt Council should provide some type of guidance to the Zoning Board for these signs
such as controlling the size Council discussed what should be included in guidelines whether

digital billboards should be included how billboards are assessed and whether digital signs
should be limited to certain areas in the township Solicitor Fiore noted clearly digital signs
should not be permitted in residential areas Cncl Sebastian cautioned that even if an

ordinance is adopted with restrictions regulations people can still go before the Zoning Board

to seek relief from that ordinance and the applicant would need to prove the positive and
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negative criteria for that just like they do for other issues There are some things State

sanctioned such as halfway houses that can be located wherever the State says to put them

including in a residential zone We have no jurisdiction over that or if the State said an LED

sign wouldbe inherently beneficial it could be located anywhere regardless of the zone Dan

Kozak noted Council could say we don twant them at all and once the Zoning Board realizes

that they stop granting approvals Cncl Sebastian explained as long as an applicant meets the

positive and negative criteria by law the Zoning Board is obligated to approve Solicitor Fiore

questioned over the past two years what percent of variances has the Zoning Board granted
verses denying them Cncl Sebastian noted an approximate amount is 90 are granted and

10 are denied He explained most bulk variances are approved and use variances are usually
denied because the use is going against the Master Plan of the township He went on to explain
that doesn t happen 100 of the time but the guidelines given by the Zoning Board Solicitor

says the Board is pre determined to approve abulk variance and deny a use variance unless the

applicant can meet the positive negative criteria which falls under State Statute The hands of

the Zoning Board are tied in most use variance applications because if they do not follow the

positive negative criteria the attorney for the applicant will take it to Superior Court and the

township will lose if the court finds that it meets the positive negative criteria Cncl Teefy
felt that if 90 of bulk variances are being approved that means the ordinance does not match

what is needed Cncl Sebastian gave instances where bulk variances have been approved and

the reasonswhy and went on to explain that according toState Statute aperson has the right to

go before the Zoning Board to request relief from any ordinance written Solicitor Fiore spoke
of how the Franklin Township Zoning Board holds ahard line and denies variance requests
even though they are threatened the issue will go to Superior Court He spoke of how difficult

it is to fully satisfy the positive criteria because when looking at the Municipal Land Use Law

you are looking at traffic detrimental to the Master Plan and at the preamble of preserving light
air and space for the residents As an Attorney that can never be overcome so granting
variances depends upon the position the municipality takes At the conclusion of this

discussion Cncl Sebastian recommended Council review the information provided regarding
digital signs so this matter can be discussed at the next Ordinance Committee Meeting

F NEW BUSINESS None

G OLD BUSINESS None
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H ADJOURNMENT

With nothing further to discuss Cncl William Sebastian made amotion to adjourn the

Ordinance Committee Meeting of September 5 2012 The motion was seconded by Cncl Pres

Frank Caligiuri and unanimously approved by all members of Council in attendance

Respectfully submitted

j
Cncl William Sebas

Presiding Officer

These minutes were prepared from excerpts of the recorded proceedings and hand written notes taken

during the Ordinance Committee Meeting of September 5 2012 and serve only as a synopsis of the

proceedings The official recording may be heard in the Office of the Township Clerk upon proper

notification pursuant to the Open Public Records Law

Approved as submitted

Approved as corrected

Date

Date I I
I I

MINUTES CORRECTED AS FOLLOWS

Page 7 Title 4A corrected to Title 40A

Page 11 Spelling correction looms to LUMES
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